How should you position your business in the rapidly changing aromatics markets?

IHS Chemical offers three regional aromatics advisory services to assist clients with tracking, evaluating and forecasting change in these quickly shifting markets. These three regional reports are brought together by a single global weekly service. Our Asian, European and North American services provide a focused view of their respective areas while offering an integrated picture of the global aromatics markets. Manufacturers, raw material purchasers, strategic planners, financial analysts and end-users gain the essential insight and information needed to optimize resources, maximize profits and make sound business decisions.

The IHS Chemical Market Advisory Service Advantage:

The aromatics services provide clients a complete analytical package, featuring the most reliable and unbiased source of historical and forecast pricing on a global basis. Clients receive a balance of global weekly market updates and regional monthly market analysis, along with a supplement that provides critical supporting data. Monthly regional Market Advisory Services now include our new Market Daily Service including prices, unique metrics and real-time news and intelligence. At the month’s end, we deliver the Global Economy and Energy report, which contains economic updates and valuable crude oil and natural gas data. In addition, clients gain entry to our weekly updated On-line Pricing & Economics Database and, most importantly, enjoy direct access to IHS Chemical researchers. With industry-experienced professionals positioned around the globe, IHS Chemical provides comprehensive regional coverage and support in a single service.

Discover our suite of services:

- Asia Aromatics
- Europe Aromatics
- North America Aromatics
- Asia Aromatics Daily
- Europe Aromatics Daily
- North America Aromatics Daily

Service Benefits:

- Weekly Market Report
- Monthly Market Summary/ Data Supplement
- Aromatics Market Daily Service
- Global Economy and Energy Report
- On-line Pricing & Economics Database
- Access to IHS Chemical Research Staff
Benefits of the Aromatics services include:

Weekly Reports
Clients receive a weekly email containing market updates, contract and spot prices for the US, Western Europe and Asian/Pacific markets.

Monthly Market Summary and Data Supplement
The market summary is issued at the month’s end and includes commentary on major products, market conditions, operating news and price forecasts for each product area. Clients also receive a data supplement that provides operating schedules, quarterly supply/demand and production economics. Product coverage generally includes: Benzene, Cumene/Phenol, Cyclohexane, Mixed Xylenes, Orthoxylene, Paraxylene, Phthalic Anhydride, Pygas, Styrene and Terephthalic Acid.

IHS Chemical Aromatics Daily
Monthly regional MAS services now include our new Market Daily Service including prices, unique metrics and real-time news and intelligence.

Global Economy and Energy Report
Clients receive this report at the end of each month. It contains discussion of global and regional economic trends, valuable crude oil and natural gas data, as well as insightful commentary from IHS Chemical consultants.

On-line Pricing & Economics Database
Clients receive a unique username and password to the IHS Chemical website that allows access to our pricing and economics database. This powerful tool is available to clients from any location and is updated weekly with the most current price forecast and cash margin data available. Clients also enjoy unlimited downloads of past issues of monthly PDF reports and other key data tables.

Access to Research Staff
The services include a reasonable amount of access to IHS Chemical’s experienced industry professionals for market advice related to the global aromatics industry. Furthermore, any data or graphic contained in the monthly reports can be emailed to clients upon request.

To see how IHS Chemical can change the way you do business visit:
www.ihs.com/chemical

Americas
Email ChemicalSalesAmericas@ihs.com

APAC
Email ChemicalSalesAPAC@ihs.com

EMEA
Email ChemicalSalesEMEA@ihs.com

Consulting
Email ChemicalConsulting@ihs.com